We Create Community Through People, Parks and Programs

Q&A
AQUATIC SLIDE RESURFACING AT ANTELOPE AQUATIC COMPLEX
RFQ #2019-9-ACP
September 25, 2019
1) Is Sunrise Recreation and Park District looking at doing both the exterior and the interior for the closed
and open slides (only first 2 and last 3 sections of the closed slide interior)?
For the open slide (flume slide), we want resurfacing done on the interior AND exterior.
For the closed slide (tube slide), we want interior resurfacing of only the first 2, and last 3 sections as
well as the start tub. We also want the entire exterior of the closed slide (tube slide) resurfaced.

2) We would not be painting the tower, right?
The RFQ does NOT include painting the tower, or doing anything to the tower at all.

3) We typically paint all hardware when resurfacing the exterior of slides. Will you accept bids that cover
the hardware?
Yes, we will accept bids that cover the exterior hardware with paint.

4) We can leave the hardware exposed if you need us to, but it will cost much more. Are you sure you
want us to include exposed hardware in our proposal
After feedback from various bidders, SRPD has changed the requirements of the project, and
will now be accepting bids with covered hardware. You are welcome to submit a bid with
covered hardware.

5) Is it required that the contractor own a California State Contractors License?
Yes. This is a public works project, so it requires DIR registration and a California Contractor’s License.

6) What type of caulk have you been using in these slides?
We have been using Sikaflex Caulk.

7) Do you want the exterior of the slides to be gel-coated as well?
The exterior of both slides needs to be resurfaced. We will accept and review bids to coat the surface
with gel-coat, Poly-Siloxan paint, and/or other professional grade products as recommended by the
contractor. The quality and longevity of the products used with be considered as part of the selection
process.

Bids are due: NO LATER THAN: 3:00 P.M., THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3, 2019

